Compensated sex: A practice at the heart of young Mexican women’s vulnerabilities
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Abstract

Objective. To discuss the risks for Mexican young women who engage in sexual relations in exchange for social or economic benefits, also known as compensated sex (CS), with the objective of exploring its possible public health implications. Material and Methods. This is a qualitative study conducted in youths 15 to 25 years of age in Cuernavaca, Morelos, Mexico, between September 2001 and December 2002. The theoretical framework included sociology of knowledge, post-structuralism, and gender studies. Research methods consisted of six focal groups and eight interviews with young subjects identified or self-declared as having practiced CS. Results. To conceal their CS practices as a way to obtain social or economic benefits, young girls disguise it as “courtship” and subject themselves to rules and behaviors that restrain them in terms of condom use and expose them to sexually transmitted infections (STI). Conclusions. Although CS itself may not necessarily constitute a risky practice, the courtship context in which young women tend to develop these practices exposes them to a greater risk of STIs.
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In view of the growing incidence of sexually transmitted infections, of the human immunodeficiency virus and the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (STI/HIV/AIDS), among young people between ages 15 and 25* (in the national and global spheres), scientific efforts have been multiplied to better understand the contexts and social mechanisms of transmission, among young people and those in other age groups. Thus, we now have a better understanding of factors linked to the non-use of condoms—the main method used to prevent the transmission of STI’s—which are not limited to a lack of financial resources or information, but are also related to the social construction of sexuality1 and to the risk existing for young people.2 These constructions are added to the risk conditions due to the vulnerability3 of those

---

* The World Health Organization estimates that every year, at least one out of each 20 adolescents acquires a curable STI, not including viral infections (WHO/GPA, 1997). WHOAIDS has estimated that in 1999, more than half of the new HIV infections in the world and in Mexico, occurred in the 15-24 age group, with a tendency towards a decrease in the average age of contagion.
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groups or individuals who have been made fragile by the cultural and social system, such as women, migrants and young people who are vulnerable to HIV/AIDS.

Although the prevalence of HIV/AIDS reported in Mexico for the general population is relatively low, there is evidence suggesting that the country could be on the verge of an epidemic: population studies have shown a considerable prevalence of STI’s among youth, and these data confirm the fact of reduced condom use.

In this context, in Mexico we need to increase the number of studies analyzing modalities around the exercise of sexuality in young people, particularly going deeper into the practices involving an exchange of sexual favors for social or material benefits, which we will here call compensated sex (CS). These practices, of which there are no systematic studies, could have a role in the dissemination of STI’s. The situations involving an exchange of sex for benefits exist in diverse sociocultural contexts; however, this transaction may have a very different sense and meaning in each one.

In Mexico, there are academic references that document the practices which could be identified as CS, in studies done in Veracruz and Guadalajara. In the first case, these refer to women in rural areas, married and with children, who exchange sexual favors for money, food or basic goods, to support their family. In the case of the study carried out in Guadalajara, the following situations of CS were reported in a population of young people: “homosexuality for gifts”, “unpaid prostitutes”, or else, young women willing to have sex in exchange for a dose of a drug.

These examples show different situations where a transaction is carried out involving sex for benefits. Nevertheless, these interactions are not considered/identified as CS by the researchers nor by the population, since they occur under pre-established categories, such as, for example, sexual commerce. However, from a public health perspective, it is important to study, within the CS concept, the different possibilities for sexual practices exchanged for benefits, considering the hypothesis that this type of practice increases the difficulty in negotiating protected sex (which could be translated as a non-use of condoms), and thus increases exposure to STI’s/HIV/AIDS.

Thus, we assume that the different forms of vulnerability (linked to the possible unbalances between the two people participating in CS: in age, socioeconomic status, differences related to power and gender) surrounding and feeding these practices, are added to the vulnerabilities inherent in young women (economic, biological, social and gender related) in the face of STI/HIV/AIDS and have a negative impact on the negotiation for protected sex. Like this, CS is characterized by differences that could accumulate in a potential manner: in income, power, gender or age.

The objective of this article is to focus on the women and discuss the potential risks of CS for young women in Cuernavaca, in order to debate the possible implications in terms of public health. We also wish to open new research lines that could contribute to a general understanding of the exercise of sexuality in young Mexican women. This article is organized in three parts: a) exposition of the study’s material and methods, based on the presentation of the theoretical and methodological frameworks, b) presentation of the most relevant research findings, c) implications of this practice in the public health sphere.

The theoretical framework

The analysis of data presented in this article has been based on several sociological theories, such as phenomenology, post-structuralism and gender studies.

From the first theory, we adopt the idea that sexual practices are defined from the sense and significance that young people attach to their sexuality (consumption, their vision of the future, risk construction, perception of their poverty, etc.) and that they are produced within a context and by a social group. From Foucault’s work, we take the notion of “power” and insert it in this analysis, in order to approach the way relationships between men and women are structured. We understand as power a process where a social group, through the production of norms, ideologies, knowledge and values, generates a situation where other groups are dominated. Finally, we make reference to gender

---


1 It is true that relationships developed in the context of sexual commerce (SC), rest on the same base as compensated sex (CS) (exchange of sex for benefits); nevertheless, these are two practices that are inserted in different social contexts and structures. Although there may be an intersection between SC and CS, this is not the objective of this study.
studies that analyze the social process where men and women are differentiated through the diverse allocations of function and norms in society and how these create inequities and relationships of power and domination between one sex and the other.  

Material and Methods

This exploratory study with a qualitative methodology was focused on a young population (between ages 15 and 25) residing in the city of Cuernavaca, Morelos. The fieldwork was done between September, 2001 and December, 2002 and was designed in two stages. In the first stage, we approached non-governmental organizations and institutions working with young people. Six sessions with focus groups were carried out, including young people from different socioeconomic strata, in order to find out about their perception of practice and to capture the collective discourse on various topics (the future, sexuality, consumption). The hypothesis is that there are representations or discourses that may act as a brake or, on the contrary, as a catalyst for participating in CS (Table I).

In a second stage, we performed in-depth interviews with eight individuals, identified by the researchers or by the subjects themselves, who had experience with CS. Nevertheless, one of the participants (n°8), said he had never participated in CS and did not provide elements that would allow us to think he had CS-type relationships. But since this subject had similar characteristics in several aspects, to those of the interviewees with CS experiences (an environment of family and social vulnerability, offers to participate in a CS practice), we decided to take the interview into account and study it as a counter-example to participation in CS (Table II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus group</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Socioeconomic condition</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Students</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Students</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Students</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Students</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Workers</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 On the street</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Young women’s experiences with compensated sex in relationships with boyfriends

Beyond heterogeneity in practice (socioeconomic profiles of young people and the compensator, reason for the transaction, sexual orientation of individuals), it is interesting to see how CS practices among young women appear within the framework of relationships they say to have with “boyfriends”. They define the relationship as one that has “commitment” (Interview 07) towards the other, that endures through time, but which does not necessarily include love or physical attraction towards the person, only affection or gratitude:

I believe that from living together, more than because of him, because I didn’t like him at all, but really not at all – of course not- since he isn’t a handsome man, not by far, not even from a plane. He is a person with many particularities, when you see him from the outside; you know, I went along a lot because of gratitude; he was the first person who really trusted me when I got to Cuernavaca, the first person who gave me work…..(Interview 02).

Although in this relationship defined by the interviewee, there is an exchange of sex for material or social benefits, we can see among the young women different levels of making this exchange explicit, from the clearest to the most confusing:

“From the beginning, he knew I was going to give him, well.....love, company, sex and everything, and he was going to help me economically, he was going to protect me at work”. (Interview 07).

“...because they told me that I was with him for convenience, with R, and the last thing I would do in my life is be with someone for convenience, the last thing”. vs “then, more than anything, up to a certain point, we could call it convenience, that I said: no!, it’s that I can’t ask my mother for any more money,
Table II
THE IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS. QUALITATIVE STUDY OF SEXUAL PRACTICES EXCHANGED FOR SOCIAL AND MATERIAL BENEFITS. CUERNAVACA, MORELOS, MEXICO, 2001-2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Gender/age/social class of family of compensated person</th>
<th>Compensator</th>
<th>Type of relationship</th>
<th>Protected sex</th>
<th>Perception of a sexual practice in exchange for benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>M* / 24 / low</td>
<td>Several (M y W)</td>
<td>Occasional</td>
<td>Yes, always</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>W** / 25 / medium</td>
<td>Older</td>
<td>Girlfriend boyfriend</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, but she admits it has been a posteriori, not during the relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>M / 20 / medium-low</td>
<td>Attractive</td>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>Occasional</td>
<td>He doesn’t admit having had sex for benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>M / 25/ low/ migration</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>Girlfriend boyfriend</td>
<td>Yes, always</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>M / 17 / ex_high</td>
<td>6 years older</td>
<td>Girlfriend boyfriend</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>W / 20 / medium</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>Girlfriend boyfriend</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes and No. She started denying compensated sex-type relationships but during the course of the interview she acknowledged the young man’s economic role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>W/ 19 / low</td>
<td>(57 and 37 years old)</td>
<td>Girlfriend boyfriend</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>M / 17/ low</td>
<td>Older man</td>
<td>Protector</td>
<td>States not having had sex with his protector</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘cause I know she doesn’t have it. So that’s what worried me the most”. (Interview 06).

The relationship with the boyfriend is, then, the main framework within which the young women experience CS, while they may also develop this practice within occasional relationships, where they can more openly recognize the exchange. The Mexican literature on reproductive health gives us analytical tools to study this phenomenon. Thanks to these studies, we know that the social norms defined by the exercise of sexuality in Mexican women have been constructed historically around the Judeo-Christian culture. These norms regulate and control the exercise of female sexuality which is limited to a reproductive role within the marital relationship.19,20

Nevertheless, we must remember the hybrid character of Mexican culture, which has a strong indigenous influence,21 as well as the new currents close to the medical discourse on sexuality (developed mainly through the family planning programs). Like this, behavioral norms with respect to female sexuality have survived through time and are still present in young men and women’s discourse, although they have become more flexible. In the discourse of young people, there is an acceptance of the exercise of female sexuality in boyfriend-girlfriend relationships; it also proposes a connection between sex/love – romanticism/formalization of a stable couple.

In this cultural context, it is quite complicated for young women to accept they had sexual relations outside of this normative framework, and even more difficult to acknowledge even to themselves, that they had sex for convenience, since they risk being socially stigmatized as being governed by self-interest, or as being “whores”, words used by some young people in the focus groups. This stigmatization process may be understood as a form of punishment for dissidents and as a way to reproduce the norms of the dominant group,22 a situation which leads young women to develop diverse strategies in order to keep this practice secret. 23

With respect to the characteristics of female CS in Cuernavaca and to its being focused on relationships with young boyfriends, we propose the hypothesis that these relationships represent the main framework within which they can have CS without being the object of social rejection and stigmatization. Thus, we could suppose that this cultural framework for female sexuality could favor the young women’s search for CS within a relationship with a boyfriend. Also, the confusion
and mixture of CS and a relationship is still greater, since it is socially expected and accepted for a boyfriend to give gifts and invite the young woman to go out (to restaurants, etc.).

**Young women and their relationships with boyfriends: An institution producing vulnerability to STI’s?**

Although within a CS practice a situation is established of economic and/or social dependence of the young person (male or female) on the compensator, we propose that the repercussions (in terms of risk of acquiring STI’s) are very different for men and women. In this study, it is possible to distinguish between two subpopulations with CS practices: the first one, constituted exclusively by males (homosexual and heterosexual relationships), where the declared use of condoms is greater:*

“I was fifteen and she was twenty one; she was my best friend’s sister...[Did you use condoms?] Yes, most of the time, all the time....The truth is that doing it without a condom is a wonderful thing, it’s very different, but it’s not worth the fright” (Interview 5, male).

The second, mainly formulated by women, with less declared condom use:

[negotiating condom use with her sexual partner] I accepted the conditions as they were stated, and yes, at times we commented...“No, no, no, wait, I don’t dig it and I don’t like it”, and well, that’s how far it got (Interview 2).

In a certain way, any young woman’s incapacity to negotiate safe sex within a CS practice is closely linked to the construction of gender.

We can also emphasize the strong presence of risk of acquiring STI’s, particularly HIV/AIDS, during the interviews:

“Here, there’s no percentage (risk of contracting HIV/AIDS); you have the probability that you are a virgin and you slept with him and, wham! I believe in this sense there is no percentage. If I feel to be more at risk because of the sexual life I lead, or because of how I am exposed, leaving a bar at 4 A.M and being at risk of being raped or things like that, I believe I’m more exposed to dangers, but in terms of AIDS, there’s no percentage”. (Interview 07).

“...sure I was terrified of thinking (about the risk of acquiring HIV/AIDS); actually, once we had a confrontation because of a person who was infected with AIDS and apparently was a carrier of the AIDS virus, because this was someone who had been with him before he was with me (ex partner of her sexual partner). “I go around and everything....I’m a carrier”.

Yes, no, forget it; we had a good scare....Well, actually, you know that the virus does not develop immediately, although it can already be detected. We went to have some studies done immediately – “negative”; six months later, we had the studies done again: “negative”; a year later, “negative”; to date, I haven’t done any more studies, I don’t know about him.....but it was a good scare”. (Interview 02).

Although we found in the interviews that the young people have already constructed a notion of risk associated with HIV/AIDS, which is adequate to the medical norms, the young women involved in a CS situation with the “title” of a girlfriend-boyfriend relationship, continue to be incapable of negotiating condom use.

Several explanatory factors (values-behaviors) which are related to a social construction of relationships between men and women within a girlfriend-boyfriend relationship are mentioned by these young women. Thus, these values and the submissive role assigned to women in the relationship, limit the scope of negotiation, which would allow them to practice a protected sexuality.

**Dangers of values related to relationships with boyfriends, as described by interviewees:**

Participating in CS puts these young women in a “difficult” situation, given the values related to trust and faithfulness around which they say they organize this kind of relationship.

Although we found in the interviews a construction of risk associated with HIV/AIDS that was adequate to scientific knowledge (an element described by the literature as a factor that favors protected sex practices), the young women involved in a CS situation within a relationship describe their
incapacity to negotiate it: they manifest how it is impossible for them to question their partner’s health or sexual behavior, since this could be interpreted as a lack of trust. One interviewee explained this, talking about her perception of trust in her relationship with her boyfriend:

“...if we suppose two people are girlfriend and boyfriend, there must be trust; the moment you tell him to use a condom, that’s the end of trust. It is proof that he is seeing other people, it is a risk you take...” (Interview 07).

Faithfulness, another strong value in relationships, also limits the possibility of negotiating condom use, according to the interviewed young women. This would mean that she has to recognize the existence of a sexual life outside the relationship and thus, a departure from the socially authorized framework of her sexuality, as well as suspicion of unfaithfulness in her partner. In other words, the inability to tell the truth, has strong implications for the possibility of negotiating condom use:

“Supposedly, if he’s your boyfriend, there’s trust and respect. Supposedly, a global word like marriage means a commitment that you have with this person; given this commitment, you don’t use a condom because supposedly, you don’t have other partners and, of course, you’re never going to tell your boyfriend or your wife; that’s why you don’t use a condom”. (Interview 07).

Even when there’s evidence of infidelity in the couple, in CS this is overlooked in order to keep the benefits of the relationship; condom use is not negotiated, since it would make the infidelity evident. Thus, the young woman cannot negotiate condom use due to the values present in the relationship, although she may be aware of the risk of STI’s which her partner could bring due to his sexual activity outside of the relationship. This was explained by several interviewees.

The fact that young people don’t have to adhere to a principle of faithfulness, may explain the greater ease in approaching condom use, although they might be in a situation of economic and/or social dependency with the partner providing compensation.

We must clarify that the potential dangers of values associated with the girlfriend-boyfriend relationship are the same existing in marriage and may represent a source of vulnerability to STI’s for women who, also in Mexico, are infected with HIV/AIDS by their husbands.25

The dangers of women’s subordination

Beyond the emotional and sentimental values attached to girlfriend-boyfriend relationships, we must understand that, in general terms, these involve a structuring of relationships of power and domination between men and women,* just as in marriage, both institutions have allowed the dissemination and perpetuation of male domination.26,27

The domination of women may be translated as their having less access to cultural, social and economic resources, which may have implications in terms of their sexuality.28 Several forms of subordination have been identified in young women with a CS experience in relationships with boyfriends. An extreme manifestation is the total control by the boyfriend of the different facets of her life (work-family-personal-sexual) or symbolically,28 generated by a feeling of property:

“...he would say, “What are you doing?” and I, say, would arrive early on Saturday and when I was getting there the phone was ringing and, “What are you doing and what are you wearing and what are you going to eat?”, that is and everything, I wasn’t aware of all that, you see?” (Interview 06).

This subordination is made worse in a society where the main virtues of women are obedience‡, passivity,30 for which it is difficult for them to negotiate and impose a point of view or adopt safe sexual behaviors, even deciding when to have sex:

“...he never wanted us to use any kind of contraceptive; I did suggest it more than once, mainly because I knew about his level of promiscuity. I did know how many he slept with and how often and how many he had before me....But I accepted the conditions as they arrived and if we ever commented on this [he said] “no, no, no, wait, no...” (Interview 07).

* We are not denying the existence of this kind of relationship (“girlfriends” or “boyfriends”) in a gay couple, but are only pointing to the social format of this relationship, in reference to the heterosexual couple.

‡ In Mexico there is a popular expression that illustrates women’s feelings: “when you’re quiet you look prettier”.
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I don’t dig it and I don’t like it’, and well, that’s how far it got…”* (Interview 02).

**CS at the heart of a chain of vulnerability?**

In an economic context where the labor market is not favorable to young people (scarce and badly paid jobs, specially for young women) and where publicity incites people to achieve consumption patterns to which they have no access with their own financial resources. Thus, providing sex in exchange for benefits may constitute an option for these young women, which gives them access to goods in the short term. Besides, in order not to be stigmatized, they do not find another solution but to develop these practices within a relationship which is not favorable to condom use. Those who have a notion of contagion with STI’s admit that this risk is the price they pay for receiving economic or social benefits which help them maintain and improve their status:

“...another is the fear of ending up with nothing; knowing there aren’t many sources of employment, nor good ones, and the few you have you sometimes have to accept between quotes, or ungratefully like this [that is, accepting a CS practice]…” (Interview 02).

“You’re more in fashion, you ride in a car, go to the restaurant; then, that too becomes part of a life’s need. If you know it once, then it becomes a need. So then you need that life”. (Interview 07).

Like this, these young women which have participated in CS, adopt a behavior we could call, in a figurative sense, a chain of vulnerabilities. This is done in order to have access to goods or status which they may not achieve through their own means, and so they add these new vulnerabilities to their previous ones. Actually, based on these relationships, differences in income have been confirmed between the compensator and the compensated one - a young woman who knows economic difficulties (interviewee 6) or who wishes to have access to a higher level and lifestyle than her own (interviewees 2 and 7). This economic difference between both parties, particularly when developed in a society marked by male domination, seems to empower these men and give them ascendance over the young women. This paves the way for different kinds of abuse (physical violation, lack of acknowledgment of requests for condom use) towards the women.

**Discussion**

This study in Cuernavaca has allowed us to highlight the risks of acquiring STI’s, in young women participating in CS. To hide this exercise of sexuality as a means to get social or economic goods, they develop CS within a girlfriend-boyfriend relationship, and are thus subjected to rules and behaviors which limit them in the exercise of a protected sexuality and expose them to STI’s, as well as to situations of physical and symbolic violence. In other words, although a CS practice in itself may not constitute a risk practice, it becomes risky due to the conditions in which it’s developed and the population involved in this practice.

It would be interesting to open this investigation in other parts of the Mexican Republic, to confirm or refute, in this same population, the development of CS within relationships with boyfriends and its implications for the possibility of negotiating protected sex. It would also be relevant to investigate the possible presence of other patterns of CS among women (for example, in the rural and coastal zones), where we may suppose this is not developed within girlfriend-boyfriend relationships. Like this, we could obtain a cartography of female CS in Mexico and its variants. The idea is to relate these forms of CS to the capacity and possibility young women have of adopting protected sex.

Independently of the limitations of this study, which are inherent in qualitative research (non-exhaustive, not statistically representative), we have been able to question the role of certain social and cultural constructions of girlfriend-boyfriend relationships, due to the difficulty that young women have in negotiating protected sex. This type of relationship, around which turns the sexuality of young Mexican women, needs to be studied further to have a better general understanding of the exercise of their sexuality and its contexts for exposure.

Another interesting result to be considered refers to the fact that although the young women have knowledge and awareness of the risk of contagion by HIV/AIDS when not using a condom, some may consider material benefits to be more important than health, in spite of the fact that they are not in a survival situation. Thus, this result
confirms other studies which conclude that the processes of risk construction, when facing infection by HIV/AIDS, cannot be reduced to acquisition of medical knowledge, but are related to a complex social process where each group - in our case, that of young women – constructs its own representation and perception of risk. For this reason, this fact has strong implications for possible interventions seeking to create behavioral changes and the adoption of a safe sexuality.

The third point highlighted by this investigation refers to the persistence of a gender power structure which makes it more difficult to exercise a protected sexuality. Unfortunately, it persists and may still be observed among young women: “a lack of power around their lives and their sexuality” that was mentioned several years ago.

This persistence is an even greater reason for concern than the results of the present study in Cuernavaca, which refers to a young and educated population (with cultural capital), also urban, which was reached by the prevention programs against STI's and which is, in theory, less vulnerable than its rural counterparts with different social and economic capitals. CS seems to represent, for the young women in Cuernavaca at least, who are immersed in a cultural system which places them in a situation of domination, a position of greater vulnerability which makes it more difficult for them to exercise a protected sexuality.

Based on these three main research results, possible actions to prevent CS from being a source of vulnerability and exposure to STI's, in Cuernavaca and perhaps in other parts of the Republic, should gather or generate the following conditions:

- Not to lose sight of the objective, that is, we are not seeking to eradicate the practice of CS as such, but to neutralize its negative effects in terms of exposure to STI's.
- CS with less risk for young women supposes that they could practice it outside of the girlfriend-boyfriend relationship, but increasing their negotiating capacity; this situation would require a broader sex education, for young women and men alike. Thus, these two schemes require profound changes in a culture about female sexuality and, in general, a more equitable gender construction, which supposes an education in this sense for the population, adapted to each situation (gender-age).

We cannot deny the profound and structural character of the changes that need to be promoted in order to reduce young women’s vulnerability to STI's. Nevertheless, we are not talking about starting training or educational programs whose objective is to define and put women in another place/situation so they can be less vulnerable in terms of health, work, etc. The country already has several programs like this. The proposal is to strengthen, support and multiply these programs. This article seeks to contribute to this objective pointing to defined problems in a specific population in the area of sexuality.
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